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Chord Optichord
CONDUCTOR: Polymer signal carrier CONFIGURATION: Optical cable
CONDUCTOR PROTECTION: Soft PVC surrounds and protects signal carrying polymer tube.
JACKET: Hard outer jacket prevents damage and kinking of polymer signal carrier
COLOUR: Dark green.
TERMINATIONS: Metal bodied plug engineered for positive connection, Cables ends are domed and polished to maximise
bandwidth. Also available fitted with Minijack connector for connection to laptop computers.
LENGTHS: Chord Optichord Toslink to Toslink cable is available in 1, 3, 5, 7 and 10 metre lengths. Chord Optichord minijack
to Toslink cable is available in 1, 3, 5 and 10 metre lengths.

In theory, all optical cables should produce fairly similar results. In practice this isn’t the case. The Optichord is constructed
using polymer tubing with a domed and polished cable end. The signal cable is protected with a cushioned outer jacket with a
hard outer surface. The plug has been carefully engineered to provide a positive connection. When compared to a standard
optical cable the Optichord brings vibrancy, life and colour to the system it is fitted to and the Optichord will perform well over
lengths of up to 10 metres.
The Optichord is also available fitted with a minijack connector at one end. This connection is often found on laptop
computers and the Optichord is an excellent cable to use when wishing to connect a laptop to a DAC.
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